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1 Introduction

This document has been prepared as a Snowmass contributed paper by the Public Policy
& Government Engagement topical group (CEF06) within the Community Engagement
Frontier. The charge of CEF06 is to review all aspects of how the High Energy Physics
(HEP) community engages with government at all levels and how public policy impacts
members of the community and the community at large, and to assess and raise aware-
ness within the community of direct community-driven engagement of the U.S. federal
government (i.e. advocacy). In the previous Snowmass process these topics were included
in a broader “Community Engagement and Outreach” group whose work culminated in
the recommendations outlined in Ref. [1].

The focus of this paper is the advocacy undertaken by the High Energy Physics (HEP)
community that pertains directly to the funding of the field by the U.S. federal govern-
ment. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanism by which the
U.S. HEP program is funded within the context of the U.S. federal budget cycle. Section 3
describes the HEP community-driven advocacy effort known colloquially in the community
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as the annual “DC Trip”. Section 4 details the supporting community communication ma-
terials that are used in these advocacy efforts. Section 6 outlines specific, actionable ideas
for how our community advocacy efforts can be improved on in the near- and mid-term
futures. And Section 7 includes a discussion of potential farther-future and larger-scale
reforms to science and research funding.

The authors have written this document to additionally serve as a reference guide for
community members about the past and present of the regular HEP advocacy activities
in the hopes that the existence of this document itself will be a boon to these efforts.
Additional contributed papers prepared by this topical group cover the potential for HEP
community advocacy for topics beyond funding [2] and all other aspects of HEP commu-
nity engagement with government entities [3].

2 How the U.S. HEP Program is Funded

To provide some context for HEP community advocacy activities, this section briefly out-
lines how HEP is funded in the U.S. HEP research is funded primarily through the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) Office of Science (OS) and the National Science Foundation (NSF,
and funds are allocated to these agencies in the federal budget on an annual basis. The
construction of the budget is a lengthy process that can be roughly broken down into three
key steps:

1. The President proposes a budget, based on input from executive branch agencies,
coordinated by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

2. Congress authorizes and appropriates funding to executive branch agencies consid-
ering this proposal and their own priorities. The authorization step dictates what
each agency may spend its money on, to variable degrees of specificity, while the
appropriations bill ultimately allocates funding.

3. OMB appropriates funds to the executive branch agencies, as dictated by Congress’s
authorizations and appropriations bills, to carry out specific programs, projects, and
activities in line with the agencies’ and the President’s priorities.

The President’s budget request is formulated using policy guidance from OMB informed
by the previous year’s budget. Based on this guidance and community input, each agency
(DOE and NSF in the case of HEP) submits proposals to OMB. OMB revises and synthesizes
these proposals, accounting for Administration priorities, which the President then reviews
and transmits to Congress. After OMB has submitted the proposal to the President, there
is a period of time during which agencies may appeal revisions made by OMB.

HEP community-led advocacy plays a role during the budget formulation and Congres-
sional steps in this process. In this paper, we cover advocacy focused on the second step
enumerated above, i.e. advocacy aimed at Congress. We note that input from HEP advisory
panels, such as HEPAP and P5, factor into the initial budget proposals sent to Congress and
into Congress’s deliberations. Current and future community advocacy aimed at OMB and
other executive branch agencies is discussed in detail in Ref. [3].
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Year President’s Request Our Ask ($M) Appropriated ($M)
FY23 TBD 1356 TBD
FY22 1,061 1180 1078
FY21 818 1285 1046
FY20 768 1045 1045
FY19 770 N/A∗ 980
FY18 673 860 908
FY17 818 833 825

Table 1: The community request and Congressional appropriations in millions of dollars.
*Due to delays in the FY19 budget cycle, no advocacy aligned with this budget.

The HEP community working with policy experts formulates Congressional appropri-
ations requests for both the DOE OS Office of High Energy Physics (OS HEP) and NSF,
which are the two agencies that fund HEP in the U.S. During the appropriations process in
Congress, budget narratives provided by the HEP community justify the funding levels in
these requests. The community’s and President’s requests often differ, as does the amount
ultimately appropriated by Congress. Figure 1 shows the President’s request, House and
Senate proposed funding (prior to reconciliation), and the Congressional appropriations
for OS HEP in recent years compared to two of the funding profiles laid out in the 2014
P5 report. Table 1 compares the President’s request, the community request, and Congres-
sional appropriations over a similar time scale. Specific numbers are included for OS HEP
only, because HEP is not a dominant fraction of the NSF portfolio.
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Figure 1: DOE OS HEP funding since the last P5, taken from the March 2022 DOE pre-
sentation to HEPAP [4]. The President’s budget request is shown in purple and the Con-
gressional appropriated budget is shown in green. See Table 1 for the community requests
during a similar time frame.

3 Details of Current HEP Community Advocacy

Every year a group of physicists and other members of the HEP community travels to
Washington, D.C. to share excitement about their research and to foster support for HEP
with policy makers. This annual advocacy effort aims to visit with as many members of
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Congress (and their staff) as possible and with Administration and funding agency repre-
sentatives. Coordination of the trip is a joint effort by Fermilab Users Executive Committee
(UEC), SLAC Users Organization (SLUO), and the U.S.-LHC Users Association (USLUA).
Input to this effort is additionally solicited from the Executive Committee of the American
Physical Society Division of Particles and Fields (APS DPF).

The goal of this effort is to garner support for the funding of physical sciences research
in general and for HEP in particular. Members of the delegation discuss the overall benefits
of HEP and basic research with policy makers and deliver a specific appropriations “Ask”
for HEP funding. This “Ask” includes a request for specific funding levels for each of DOE
OS HEP and for NSF. The timing of this trip is usually chosen to align with moment in the
annual budgetary cycle when the budget is being discussed by Congress (typically this is
in March).

3.1 “DC Trip” Logistics: Planning

The “DC Trip” has existed in some form for more than 35 years, and has evolved over that
time into the current effort as described in this document. Historically, facility users at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), the Stanford Linear Accelerator Collider (SLAC),
and Fermilab (FNAL) executed policy advocacy efforts independently of one another on
an as-needed basis, not as a coordinated annual activity. FNAL and SLAC were the first to
coordinate, seeding the effort that exists today, though in recent years SLAC participation
has diminished relative to strong FNAL participation. The UEC represents nearly 4,000
FNAL users, esentially all of whom are supported in their research through HEP funding.
SLAC has around 3,000 facility users, but the majority of those are not currently supported
by HEP funding. Since its formation (in the early 2000’s) USLUA has actively participated
in this effort. In 2013 USLUA signed an agreement with the Universities Research Associ-
ation (URA) and was registered by DC.gov as a nonprofit association in Washington, D.C.
at URA headquarters. USLUA has over 1,000 members. Specific data about the effort,
including participation metrics, only exists as far back as 2010 – these data are preserved
and documented on a dedicated wiki, maintained by the UEC.

The chair of the subcommitte on Government Relations in the Fermilab UEC is respon-
sible for leading the trip each year and coordinates most of the trip’s logistics. During
the period since the last Snowmass in 2013, the following community members served in
this role: Nadja Strobbe (2022), Ketino Kaadze (2021), Kirsty Duffy (2020), Fernanda Psi-
has (2019), Joseph Zennamo (2018), Louise Suter (2017), Jesus Orduña (2016), Sandra
Biedron (2015), Breese Quinn (2014).

URA is a leading contributor to funding for the annual advocacy effort. Each year
the UEC submits a funding request to URA for support, which has historically provided
support for about 70% of trip participants. This funding is first allocated to UEC-invited
members, and then as much as possible to support additional participants who don’t have
other available funding. Stanford provides funds for the SLUO group. The majority of
USLUA members pay out-of-pocket. The small funding available at USLUA supports early
career community members invited by USLUA.

The members of UEC, and the executive committees of USLUA and SLAC make up the
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core delegation that travels to Washington, D.C. for this effort. These individuals, who
are all chosen through election, represent a large fraction of the U.S. HEP user commu-
nity. A number of additional community members invited by these groups rounds out the
delegation each year. In practice, recruitment of trip attendees is performed using vari-
ous tactics. For example, USLUA invites early career awardees from its annual U.S. LHC
meeting, and UEC invites the elected representatives of the Fermilab Student and Postdoc
Association. The trip attendees are distributed as 50%, 35%, and 15%, between UEC, US-
LUA, and SLUO, respectively. Attempts are made to recruit people from different career
stages, demographics, and research areas. Approximately one-third of participants are
postdocs, one-third are professors or national laboratory scientists, and the final third is
distributed between Ph.D. students and other university or laboratory staff 1. The majority
of participants represent the Energy Frontier and Intensity Frontier (as defined by the 2013
Snowmass process). While efforts have also been made to have broader representation in
the trip from the Theory, Cosmic, Computational, Instrumentation communities, there is
room for improvement in this aspect of the organization.

3.2 “DC Trip” Logistics: On the Ground

Until the COVID-19 pandemic caused the community to transfer to a virtual “trip”, this
effort had been an in-person trip to Washington, D.C. When occurring in-person, the trip
takes place over three days, during which community members visit the offices of Members
of Congress, generally meeting with Congressional staff, although meetings with AAAS
fellows and Representatives or Senators are not uncommon. The meetings are generally
attended by pairs of community members, a “Primary” who has some connection to that
office and responsibility for coordinating the meeting, and a “Secondary” that helps to fa-
cilitate a constructive dialogue during the meeting. A day full of these meetings is both
physically and mentally exhausting – often trip attendees spend all day in meetings, in-
terspersed with typically miles of walking between offices on Capitol Hill. Meetings range
from 5 minutes to an hour but generally are around 20-30 minutes long.

Trip attendees are provided with a packet of materials to bring to each of the meetings
for which they are the “Primary”. The packets contain various leaflets and brochures about
HEP, how supporting HEP benefits society, and other materials that can help to facilitate
conversation during these meetings. Arguably the most important element of the packet is
“the Ask”, a document which very clearly and succinctly spells out the level of funding that
the community is asking Congress to appropriate to DOE OHEP and for NSF, though in the
later case no specific allocation can be made for HEP. In addition, various small keepsakes
have been brought in the past including rulers made of scintillating plastic, “Particle Zoo”
buttons, and cardboard augmented reality viewers that link to virtual tours of Fermilab.
A more detailed discussion of these materials (and ideas for how to improve them) is
presented in Section 4.

The flow of a conversation during one of the meetings between trip attendees and
Congressional staff depends largely on the personal experiences and interests of those in

1In recent years, a survey has been distributed to attendees of the trip after the fact – these figures are
based on the demographic information available in responses to these surveys in the last few years.
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the meeting, and there can be a large variance in how meetings proceed between different
offices in the same year and between the same office in different years. The specific topics
brought up by trip attendees for conversation are often driven by the perceived priorities of
the Member of Congress and their office. Additionally the political climate and priorities of
the Presidential administration can effect the delivery of the high-level message each year.
There are a number of common arguments that are made during these meetings while
presenting the case for strong and sustained HEP support. Examples of such arguments
follow.

• STEM education and maintaining a strong STEM workforce in the U.S. are issues
that resonate strongly with government representatives. Details about the commu-
nity’s efforts on various outreach activities, attracting new generations to pursue
research in HEP, and the success of HEP graduates both within and outside of the
field, in other research activities, or in industry, are generally well received.

• Attracting new talent to the U.S. from around the world is generally perceived in
Congress to be a desirable outcome of maintaining a strong science program. Greater
available funding means attracting and retaining more highly talented individuals,
whom are generally better prepared to tackle future national and international chal-
lenges in science, technology, and security.

• The notion that basic research drives technological developments is a core tenet of
our advocacy. While advancements that follow from investments into basic research
are generally not apparent immediately, we have significant evidence to indicate that
these investments reliably have a profound impact on society in the long term (e.g.
through quality of life advancements).

• District and state-level impact is discussed in the context of specific information on
HEP grants and HEP procurement spending. Each year, as part of the organization
of the trip, databases that track these to the level of Congressional district (through
zip codes) are updated. These data can be very impactful for providing concrete
examples of how HEP funding has both broad impacts across the country and local
impact in specific districts.

In addition to the Congressional office meetings, meetings are also organized with
the staffs of the (sub)committees that most impact HEP funding and policy. These are
the House and Senate Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations
Subcommittees, the House and Senate Energy Appropriations Subcommittees, the House
Research and Technology Appropriations Subcommittee, the Senate Space and Science
Appropriations Subcommittee, the House Energy and Water Development, and Related
Agencies Appropriations Subcommittee, and the Senate Energy and Water Development
Appropriations Subcommittee.

3.3 The Washington-HEP Integrated Planning System

The Washington-HEP Integrated Planning System (WHIPS) is a framework developed to
handle most of the logistics of planning, executing, and documenting the “DC Trip”. As-
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pects of the trip planning logistics were developed by many individuals over many years,
and a considerable effort was undertaken by Fernanda Psihas and Justin Vasel in 2019 to
consolidate these aspects into a unified framework. WHIPS has significantly improved the
efficiency of organizing, and thereby the success of, the annual HEP community advocacy
effort. The framework tracks:

• trip attendees and their connections to Congressional districts/offices,

• members of Congress and their committee assignments,

• Congressional office meetings,

• Congressional committee meetings,

• executive branch meetings,

• post-meeting reports,

• Fermilab procurement data,

• DOE and NSF grant awards data,

• DOE SULI (Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships) and CCI (Community
College Internships) student internship programs data, and

• historical trip performance metrics.

Connections between trip attendees and Congressional districts and offices form the
basis for determining the “Primary” assignments each year. These connections represent
some form of relationship between a community member and a Member of Congress.
For example, each trip attendee has a connection by virtue of the Congressional district
and state that they live or work in. Therefore, each attendee generally has at least three
connections (two Senators and one Representative). There are ten fundamental types of
connections that WHIPS tracks as of the 2022 advocacy effort:

1. Registered Voter,

2. Current Resident,

3. Former Resident,

4. Immediate Family,

5. Extended Family,

6. Current Workplace,

7. Former Workplace,

8. Educated in District/State,

8
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9. Personal Connection, and

10. None of the Above.

It is common for several of these types to apply to a single connection. Each type
has an associated score, and the combination of these scores is used to quantify the overall
connection strength that a particular trip attendee has to a particular office. The composite
connection score is essential to optimizing the assignment of meetings to the attendees of
the trip each year.

Each trip attendee has a profile in which they enter their biographical information,
which is useful for other trip attendees they haven’t met, and all of their connections
to Congressional offices. Once all of the profiles have been created, the trip organizers
and WHIPS administrators run an algorithm to score the connections and make meeting
primary assignments accordingly. It is then up to the attendees to schedule meetings and
to enter the relevant meeting information, scheduling notes, and post-meeting notes into
WHIPS.

Another feature provided by WHIPS is the automated creation of district- and state-
specific information. Before each trip, the WHIPS developers enter information about
each of the below items for each Congressional district.

• Fermilab procurements made during the preceding fiscal year, broken down by state
and district. This information is provided annually by Fermilab.

• DOE and NSF grant awards. This is publicly available information.

• Participants in DOE’s SULI and CCI internship programs. This is publicly available
information.

This information is scraped from a variety of sources, and is aggregated using the HEP
funding webpage/grants database created by Michael Baumer [5].2 This information is
then entered into WHIPS, which produces documents specific to each district or state for
use during meetings. Anecdotal feedback from Congressional staff indicate that these doc-
uments about district/state-level funding and student participation levels are very helpful
for connecting basic science funding to specific impacts at the district and state levels.

WHIPS has had a substantial and positive impact on the planning and organization of
the annual HEP advocacy trip. This framework will likely continue to be used for years, if
not decades to come. We note the need for work on the management model for using
and maintaining WHIPS. The framework is currently maintained by its original develop-
ers, Fernanda Psihas and Justin Vasel. However, their participation in community advocacy
efforts and availability are not guaranteed indefinitely. Therefore, it is prudent to expand
the number of people who can maintain the framework and continue its development.
Ideally, these new people would have fairly stable positions within the HEP community
and therefore be more likely to remain available for years to come.

2We note that these types of data-scraping tools and databases have a long history of use in HEP commu-
nity advocacy efforts. This particular tool is the latest iteration and is the one that is currently in use.
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3.4 The “DC Trip” Wiki

The UEC, SLUO, and USLUA also collectively maintain a wiki [6] that has information
on the trip going back to 2010. This resource serves as an information repository and
historical reference. The contents of the wiki generally grows in breadth and depth each
year. Below is a non-exhaustive list of the wiki’s current contents.

• General information about the DC trip.

• Training materials useful for first-time participants and for those that need a refresher
(see section 3.5).

• Information which is helpful for scheduling meetings.

• Easy access to the packet materials.

• Information about interesting physics programs and connections that might be men-
tioned during the meetings.

• A historical repository of the records from past trips.

Right now, the wiki is not a public resource; only trip attendees have access. Much
of the information on the wiki is publicly available elsewhere and non-controversial in
nature. However, other items, such as the “Ask”, is kept private until the beginning of the
trip because it is liable to change up until the last minute and it’s important that only a
single version of it be available to ensure unity of messaging. The idea of transitioning this
resource to a public website with a more nuanced protection scheme has been discussed. It
is worth considering who would host and pay for such a new website. Presently the page is
sponsored by URA and managed by the Fermilab UEC. Depending upon the management of
the DC trip in the future, it may be appropriate to revisit the management and maintenance
of the wiki.

3.5 Training for the “DC Trip”

The “DC Trip” in its present state is a significant endeavor involving O(100) people from
across the United States. These volunteers have varying levels of understanding of the U.S.
budget and appropriations process, how to communicate about HEP, how to interact with
policy makers, and the day-to-day and meeting-specific logistics of the trip. As such, it is
necessary that training on these topics be provided to trip attendees in a short period of
time.

There are typically two or three dedicated training sessions in advance of the trip in a
given year. These sessions begin approximately one to two months before the start of the
trip. Many topics are covered, including but not limited to an overview of the U.S. budget
process, how to effectively communicate about science, the specifics of the “Ask” of that
year, the use of WHIPS, how to schedule meetings, and what to say during meetings. This
is a large amount of information to impart over a short period.

10
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To supplement the lecture-style training sessions, there are some example videos demon-
strating how to approach meetings. These have been produced by experienced participants
of the trip and in aggregate cover a variety of styles and scenarios reflective of the spread
in how these meetings can take place. As of the 2022 effort, this repository has been ex-
panded to include videos demonstrating how to conduct remote meetings (i.e. using Zoom
or another teleconferencing system), which has notably different dynamics compared to
in-person meetings. While these videos will eventually become obsolete, the idea is that
they are more or less independent of the specific year in which they were produced and
will serve as a useful resource for years to come.

The set of topics covered by the training sessions and video tutorials is inherently in-
complete, and trip organizers have long recognized the importance for first-time partic-
ipants to get “hands-on” experience. Therefore, the recommendation is generally that
individuals new to the trip attend at least one, if not more, of their early meetings as a
“secondary” participant rather than as the primary contact for that meeting. This allows
the less experienced attendee to gain some first-hand experience while not saddling them
with too much responsibility right from the start. This encouragement is provided early
and often throughout training and leading up to the trip each year, but it is ultimately the
responsibility of each trip attendee to schedule meetings with the offices for which they
have been assigned as “Primary”.

3.6 Metrics of the “DC Trip” Impact

The percentage of offices visited has grown over the years as financial support for the
trip, and therefore attendance on the trip, has grown. In 2010 there were 34 attendees;
by 2017 this number grew to 50. In 2017 about 70% of House and Senate offices were
visited. In 2019 URA started to provide additional funding for the trip, meaning that up to
70 attendees could be supported, and in that year 100% of House and Senate offices were
visited. This was the most recent in-person trip as of the writing of this document, due
to COVID, and during recent years the reach (by percentage of offices “visited”) has been
significantly lower.

It is hard to quantify the direct impact of our advocacy effort, because the main aim
of the annual trip is to increase awareness of and excitement about HEP within Congress.
Strong anecdotal evidence indicates that we are having success in this respect – repeat
attendees have built long-lasting connections to offices and staffers often remember past
visits and have said that they enjoy meeting with us and getting the opportunity to ask
about HEP. It is similarly difficult to judge our success on affecting the federal budget.
Many factors affect the overall funding profile for HEP, based on the priorities of the Ad-
ministration and Congress, and influenced by current affairs. Therefore it is hard to map
the appropriated funds for DOE OS and NSF directly back to the impact of our advocacy.
Figure 1 shows that the HEP funding profile has grown since the last P5, but many fac-
tors go into that increase. Again, anecdotal evidence – positive feedback from the funding
agencies and from Congress – indicates that community advocacy effort has contributed to
the current funding levels for the field.

One of the more quantitative metrics for the success of the DC trip is the number of
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FY22 FY21 FY20
DOE House 112 142 160
NSF House 155 177 173
DOE Senate 30 31 30
NSF Senate 41 40 37

Table 2: Number of signatories on the “Dear Colleague” letters in support of DOE OS and
NSF in recent years.

signatories on “Dear Colleague” letters. These letters are drafted by Senators or Represen-
tatives, directed to their peers, and request that they sign to show their support for some
particular legislation or position described in the letter. During the appropriations process,
there are many such letters in support of various specific funding priorities, often with
particular requested funding values, that are sent to the appropriations (sub)committees.

Each year there are a pair of these letters in each of the House and Senate asking for
support of DOE OS and for NSF. The details of these letters are a common point of conver-
sation during meetings and attendees are usually instructed to ask members of Congress to
consider signing onto them. The numbers of signatories on these letters for the last three
years are given in Table 2. Approximately 30% of the Senate signs the DOE OS letter, and
40% the NSF. Approximately 25-35% of the House signs the DOE OS, and 35-40% of the
House signs the NSF letter. We discuss “Dear Colleague” letters in a broader context in
Section 5.1.

The question of identifying additional metrics that could be tracked to gauge the impact
and success of the “DC Trip” came up repeatedly throughout the proceedings of CEF06. No
specific metrics were identified. More investigation and discussion in this area would be
very beneficial.

3.7 Community inreach

The planning and execution of the “DC Trip” are generally contained within a small group
(∼100) of the members of the users organizations (UEC, SLUO, and USLUA), DPF, and
past trip attendees. It has been discussed that having more knowledge and discussion of
the activities in various formats would benefit the field at large and have a positive impact
on the community’s advocacy goals. For example, broader inreach into the community
would help in to have a more representative group attend the trip and would likely provide
stronger connections to every district.

The current state of community inreach about this advocacy is very limited. There are
a limited number of updates provided to the community each year at APS DPF and user
group (Fermilab, US-HEP) annual meetings, as well as annual updates provided to HEPAP
(beginning in 2017, see Refs [7–11]) at public meetings. Additionally some amount of
details can be found through User group meeting minutes, reports, and websites. Overall,
the reach of these means of communication into the community is limited, and awareness
of advocacy efforts is generally very low.
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4 HEP Community Advocacy Materials

A key element of meetings during the “DC Trip” is a series of informational pamphlets de-
signed to visually relay the community’s most important messages. These materials serve
a dual purpose, which is to both provide a conversation piece during the meetings and to
leave a reference guide for the Congressional staff as they make their recommendations.

The following subsections describe how these documents are produced and by whom,
what documents are currently available, and discuss additional resources which may be
beneficial for discussions between community members and Congressional staff and other
policy makers.

4.1 HEP Community Communication Materials

There is an annual process to update a centrally hosted set of general-purpose (and pub-
licly available) HEP community materials. These materials can be found at the US particle
physics website [12], and are jointly maintained by APS DPF, UEC, SLUO, and USLUA.
These community communication materials are an essential part of the Congressional HEP
advocacy strategy but are separate from it in many key ways. They serve the larger pur-
pose of communicating about HEP and its benefits, and they are used in multiple forums
of which the advocacy efforts are just one. We note that due to the Hatch Act of 1939
government employees are expressly barred from engaging in political activities, so these
materials have always been explicitly created as communication material and explicitly
not to advocate for any area of government support. Their purpose is to inform people in
general about HEP and its benefits.

While these materials serve a broader purpose, the annual “DC Trip” generally provides
the impetus for them to be updated on a regular basis. The process of updating existing
documents and/or creating new documents begins approximately five to six months prior
to the start of the “DC Trip” each year. A committee of volunteers is formed by represen-
tatives from UEC, SLUO, and USLUA, with support from the Fermilab Office of Communi-
cation, DOE, and the former P5 chair. Each year this group is reformed with a somewhat
new membership, which is a challenge when it comes to maintaining best practices and
staying consistent in messaging year-over-year. In the recent past, the community has
received support from a member of DOE who has helped the community coordinate the
drafting of these materials. This individual acts both as a repository of knowledge and as
the group leader, making sure that steady progress is made on schedule. During the 2021-
2022 session, guidance was also provided by a member of the Science Communication
team within DOE OHEP. This individual has been helpful in crafting coherent, impactful,
and professional messaging throughout the documents.

We note that the contributions of various individuals have been extremely helpful in
crafting the trip materials, but that there is no formal requirement that this support be
provided from the Fermilab Office of Communication, DOE, and the former P5 chair. There
is a risk that this support may someday end and it would behoove the community to find
some other way of maintaining records and maintaining support from these organizations
and individuals.
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The role of the Fermilab Office of Communication is to help in crafting a professional-
sounding and professional-looking message, as well as putting the group in contact with
layout and design professionals who can design high quality documents. Typically the
layout professional is contracted at the start of the process, but is not directly involved
until the end of the process, when all of the textual updates are completed.

In 2016 there was large push to get all of the main community materials updated to
have consistent and professional formatting. Since then, during any given year only a few
documents need to be updated and up to one or two new documents are created. One of
the first jobs of the committee is to decide which (if any) of the documents needs to be
updated, if there is a need for a new document, or if any should be retired. Typically, the
updates are fairly straightforward, while the creation of a new document takes much more
planning and community input.

One of the key documents, which is updated every year, highlights the HEP commu-
nity’s progress (in the context of the P5 plan) during the past calendar year and its prior-
ities for the coming year. The group works collaboratively to decide how best to relay the
community’s top priorities and to remain consistent with the messaging of the P5 report.
This process is typically led by the previous chair of the P5 committee due to their ability
to balance the long-term strategic plan with the recent and current progress and priorities.

Sometimes trip attendees or community members see the need for a new document to
explain a given experiment or field of research. In these cases, it’s common for experts in
the given field to help in the creation of the new document. Once the document is created,
it is the responsibility of future committees to review the document for needed updates or
to solicit feedback from experts on the subject matter who can provide guidance on any
updates that need to be made.

The needed changes to the text are eventually collected, at which point these drafts
are sent to experiment, laboratory, and group leaders as well as other notable individuals
(and groups) within the HEP community. Once feedback is received from these individuals
(and groups), a final set of drafts is sent to the layout professional, at which point there are
several iterations of proofs and comments. Once the printed layout is finalized, a digital
version of the information is also created, which requires its own review process.

Below is a list of the various documents produced and the aspect of HEP that each seeks
to explain.

• Particle Physics Progress and Priorities. Regularly updated, this document exam-
ines the HEP community’s recent accomplishments and the priorities for the upcom-
ing year.

• Particle Physics is Discovery Science. This document provides basic information
about participle physics, listing the broad questions that the HEP community is trying
to answer and how individuals go about doing that, with ties back to big questions
called out in the last P5 report.

• Particle Physics Makes a Difference in Your Life. The discoveries and technological
developments made by particle physicists have an impact on the everyday lives of
ordinary citizens. We know that this type of broad applicability can resonate strongly
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with members of Congress and their staff. Therefore, this document discusses some
ways in which particle physics has impacted other fields and industries.

• Particle Physics Builds STEM Leaders. This document discusses the outreach and
public engagement activities of the field. While education is no longer a “top-ten”
issue for voters [13, 14], it is a consistently important topic among their elected
representatives and federal funding agencies.

• Particle Physicists Value Diversity and Strive Toward Equity. Most importantly
this document contains a statement of HEP community values and describes current
goals in terms of diversity, equity, and inclusion. The document very clearly states
that the field has work to do towards improving the climate and opportunities for
historically underrepresented groups (HUGs). The document also highlights a few
programs which are designed specifically to empower and provide opportunities for
members of HUGs.

• Particle Physicists Deliver Discovery Science Through Collaboration. This docu-
ment discusses the various institution types and locations where particle physicists
work and conduct research. The goal is to show that HEP is an international effort
and involves some of the best minds from across the country and world. This docu-
ment also contains a summary of the projects in the 2013 P5 report, their timelines,
and whether or not they are on schedule.

• Particle Physicists Advance Artificial Intelligence. Although the HEP community
has been working on machine learning (ML) for decades, artificial intelligence (AI)
only became a national initiative in March of 2020 [15, 16]. This document was
created to explain how the HEP community uses ML and successfully interfaces with
partners in industry to push the boundaries of ML research and development.

• Particle Physics and Quantum Information Science. Quantum Information Sci-
ence (QIS) is another area of national interest [17]. This document discusses the
benefits of QIS, the skill sets that make particle physicists valuable in these endeav-
ors, and how QIS developments can, in turn, help solve fundamental problems in
HEP.

• Particle Physics in the U.S. Map. This map shows the distribution of institutions
involved in HEP and that receive funding from either DOE or NSF. While absolutely
valued as members of the HEP community, this map does not contain institutions
who receive funding from non-federal or non-HEP sources. This is solely because of
the challenge in finding information about these types of interdisciplinary grants.

All of these documents are hosted (and available for download) at Ref. [12]. In ad-
dition, this website provides online versions of each of these documents. The contents of
the website are updated each year at the same time as the various documents. This pro-
cess generally concludes in the Spring of each year, so that the materials have been fully
updated in advance of the annual advocacy trip.
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4.2 “DC Trip” Advocacy “Packet” Materials (2021 Trip)

In addition to the community-wide information described in Section 4.1, a series of in-
formational pamphlets about specific fields of study, national laboratories, and other pro-
grams are also utilized as part of “DC Trip” meetings each year. While useful for highlight-
ing specific institutions or areas of research, these additional documents are typically very
short, only about one page in length, and are generally not the primary reference docu-
ments during any individual meeting due to their high level of specificity. These additional
materials are summarized below.

Materials detailing the facilities of the three users groups organizing the trip:

• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. This pamphlet is included to show the
breadth of research taking place at the only national laboratory exclusively dedicated
to particle physics.

• The United States at the Large Hadron Collider. A document specifically designed
to talk about the upsides to supporting the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) projects.

• SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Like the Fermilab pamphlet, this document
covers the HEP related science taking place at SLAC.

Materials summarizing science drivers from P5:

• Cosmic Acceleration. This pamphlet contains a discussion of dark energy and how
the HEP community plans to study its mysterious effects.

• Dark Matter Science: Beyond the Ordinary. A brief overview of dark matter and a
non-exhaustive list of experiments which seek to study it.

• Understanding Nature’s Most Mysterious Particle. This document discusses the
neutrino and the open mysteries surrounding the particle.

Project or Program specific:

• Building an International Flagship Neutrino Experiment. This document dis-
cusses the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) and associated projects,
the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) and the Proton Improvement Plan II (PIP-
II).

• Vera C. Rubin Observatory: The Legacy Survey of Space and Time. This docu-
ment briefly explains the science goals and construction of the Rubin Observatory’s
Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST).

• VetTech Program at Fermilab. This pamphlet was created prior to the passage of
the National Defense Authorization Act of 2020 [18] and the Department of Energy
National Labs Jobs ACCESS Act [19]. It highlights the hugely successful program at
Fermilab, which was the model used for the creation of the nation-wide program.
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Fermilab (and hosted projects) specific material is available at Ref. [20], and SLAC (and
hosted projects) specific materials is available at Ref. [21].

The final document utilized in advocacy meetings, though arguably the most important,
is “the Ask”. As noted above (in the discussion of “DC Trip” logistics) this document very
clearly and succinctly spells out the level of funding that the community is asking Congress
to appropriate to DOE OHEP and for NSF, though in the later case no specific allocation
can be made for HEP. The specific levels of funding requested in “the Ask” are determined
in consultation with government relations experts (currently Lewis & Burke Associates),
and all HEP stakeholders.

5 Other HEP Engagement of Government Officials

In addition to the annual advocacy trip and related activities, members of the HEP commu-
nity engage in a variety of other interactions with Congress. Some of these additional ac-
tivities occur more regularly than others, and some include written communications while
others are exclusively in-person interactions. And some of these activities are specifically
coordinated by the HEP community or otherwise involve individuals explicitly represent-
ing the HEP community, while others are activities coordinated by non-HEP groups that
members of the HEP community have participated in. These activities, categorized by this
latter characteristic, are described briefly below. Connections to the activities of the annual
advocacy trip are noted where relevant.

5.1 HEP-Community-Specific Activities

HEP community appropriations requests. The HEP community regularly sends letters
to the leading members of the House and Senate appropriations (sub)committees in charge
of HEP funding. Specifically these are the Energy and Water Development (E&W) Subcom-
mittee, which is in charge of appropriations for DOE, and the Commerce, Justice, Science,
and Related Agencies (CJS) Subcommittee, which is in charge of appropriations for NSF.
These letters are written anytime there is a perceived difference in the budget compared
to community expectation and are tailored to handle the specific funding landscape.

“Dear Colleague” letters. It is routine for “Dear Colleague” letters to be written by mem-
bers of Congress who support a particular piece of legislation. These letters explicitly voice
that support and then are signed by other Members who also support that legislation. The
letters themselves, when the relevant legislation is budgetary, are addressed to the leading
and ranking3 members of a particular appropriations subcommittee. While not originating
from within the HEP community, we take it upon ourselves to encourage as many Mem-
bers to sign onto these letters as it shows strong and broad support for the funding levels
we are requesting. In any given year there will be four letters that are of note to the HEP
community, two each for the House and the Senate, each with one letter for the E&W Sub-

3The “ranking” member of a congressional (sub)committee is the leader of the minority party.
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committee and one for the CJS Subcommittee in each body. As noted in Section 3.6, one
of the regular activities of the “DC Trip” is to encourage Members to sign onto the letters.

Programmatic (appropriation) requests. As part of the process of collecting input about
a particular funding bill, Congressional offices routinely collect what are called “program-
matic requests” from their constituents. These requests call for specific levels of funding for
a given appropriations bill. While there is no standard way of collecting this information
(i.e. Google Form, website, email, etc.), they are all collected roughly around the same
time as the “DC Trip” (i.e. usually in late March). As part of organizing the trip, attendees
are instructed to ask their assigned offices how they like to collect these programmatic
requests and to submit requests as one of their core responsibilities. The text and funding
levels specified in these requests are the same as in the letters sent to the appropriations
committees to ensure unity of messaging.

Written Congressional testimony. In the past, the HEP community has submitted writ-
ten Congressional testimony in support of particular appropriations levels. However, this is
a practice which has fallen out of favor and has been discouraged by the government rela-
tions experts advising HEP community advocacy efforts. Writing Congressional testimonies
and submitting them to the appropriations subcommittees is a lot of work, especially to
keep it consistent within all of the other constraints and pieces of communication.

Verbal Congressional testimony. Verbal congressional testimony is another tool which
has not been used in many years. Verbal testimony is by invitation only, with speaker
selection done by the committee itself. This raises question on controls available to the
community to make sure that the individual invited stays “on message” and that their
testimony is consistent with other Congressional communications from the community. It
has been, and continues to be, vital that the entire community support the P5 plan with
uniform messaging. In the past Congress has conveyed its unhappiness when they hear
conflicting messages from the HEP community. The last time that someone from the HEP
community was invited to provide verbal testimony was on 3 May 2017 when Dr. Maria
Spiropulu (Caltech) spoke to the House Energy & Water Appropriations Subcommittee.
Dr. Spiropulu was, at the time, a member of HEPAP. Among the areas that she highlighted
were the neutrino physics program in the U.S., including LBNF/DUNE; the dark energy
and dark matter experimental programs; and U.S. support for the LHC. She also described
the contributions of HEP to technical innovations and a well-trained scientific workforce.

Higgs Day on the Hill. The HEP community organized the “Higgs Day on the Hill” [22],
which was a one-time activity following the discovery of the Higgs boson. Other profes-
sional societies and organizations also host activities which are somewhat related to the
needs and activities of the HEP community and that sometimes include members of the
HEP community.
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5.2 Non HEP-Community-Specific Activities

HEP community members have participated in various other efforts to engage government
officials over the years. A subset of these is described briefly below.

• Prior to COVID-19, the government relations team for the Society for Science at User
Research Facilities (SSURF) held their own yearly advocacy trips. Each of the na-
tional laboratories and research facilities was nominally represented on this trip, ac-
companied by government engagement professionals. This trip included a reception
for staffers on the Hill and at one point included a demonstration using an Oculus
Rift to show event displays from MicroBooNE (a neutrino experiment that operated
at Fermilab from 2015-2021).

• Representatives of Congressional offices (generally staff, and sometimes Members)
on appropriations subcommittees occasionally visit experimental sites to see how
funds appropriated funding agencies is utilized. During such visits researchers are
generally asked to engage with these visitors, which provides an excellent opportu-
nity for direct constructive interaction between researchers and legislators.

• The American Astronomical Society (AAS) holds its own Congressional Visits Day
(CVD) [23].

• APS and APS DPF regularly hold “write to your Congressperson” drives in which
a website is set up to make it easy for concerned citizens to send a letter to their
Congressperson.

• Other activities organized by the APS government affairs team [24].

6 Building on Existing HEP Community Advocacy

Throughout the course of conversations organized by CEF06, a number of ideas have
been put forth for how HEP community advocacy of the budget process can be improved
upon. Additionally, community members that have participated in these advocacy efforts
in recent years have made suggestions for improvements to the process independently of
Snowmass proceedings. This section documents the subset of these ideas that have been
suggested which the authors have determined are inherently near-term or otherwise ac-
tionable in nature. A non-intersecting subset of suggestions, which call for longer-term
actions or more fundamental changes to the model of HEP community-driven advocacy,
are described in Section 7.

6.1 Continuity and Succession of “DC Trip” Leadership

The leadership of the “DC Trip” has historically been provided by the UEC, SLUO, and
USLUA, directed by the chair of the UEC subcommittee on government engagement. This
model has its strengths, namely enabling the rotation of the time-intensive coordination of
logistical aspects of the effort among community members annually while simultaneously
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providing the basis for institutional knowledge to be preserved within the three users asso-
ciations. In practice, however, there are many nuances to the planning of the annual advo-
cacy effort that rely on the expertise of community members who have participated in this
effort repeatedly over many years and have developed considerable experience. Examples
of this nuance include sustained long-term relationships with Congressional subcommittee
staff and experience communicating about legislative details with career staff members at
OMB and OSTP.

It has been noted repeatedly by community members that the model in use is suscepti-
ble to single points of failure in the form of individuals relied upon for a disproportionate
amount of subject matter expertise. Specifically, it has been suggested that a plan be de-
veloped to intentionally expand the pool of community members that have specialized
expertise in the following key advocacy areas.

• Organizing meetings with funding agencies and executive branch agencies during
the annual trip to Washington, D.C.

• Organizing and conducting meetings with (sub)committee staff during the annual
trip to Washington, D.C.

• Development and administration of WHIPS and other technological elements of the
advocacy infrastructure.

It is generally agreed that the architecture of the present scheme is sufficient for coor-
dinating general logistics for the “DC Trip” (though we note that this does not preclude
the potential for alternative schemes that would provide the same end result equally well
or better). However, there are clear ways in which the present scheme can and should
be improved upon to ensure continuity between subsequent years. We recommend that
documentation be produced to guide future advocacy effort leaders in the planning
of annual activities. In practice, this documentation exists in a fragmented state, but the
community would benefit from well-documented, commonly accessible resources. Addi-
tionally, we recommend that documentation be produced to describe the technical
aspects of the tools used to plan advocacy efforts (i.e. WHIPS), in particular noting
which aspects of maintenance need to be revisited each year to keep everything up-to-
date and running smoothly (e.g. periodically re-evaluating the numerical weight given to
various members of Congress based on their committee assignments).

6.2 Expanded Time Frame for Advocacy Activities

As discussed throughout this document, existing community advocacy efforts center on an
annual, in-person, trip to Washington, D.C. in the Spring, generally timed to coincide with
the drafting of appropriations and authorizations at the subcommittee level in Congress.
There is some precedent for additional, targeted, in-person advocacy in Washington, D.C.
by a smaller delegation – in these cases the trip is timed to coincide with debate sur-
rounding final details of the budget, generally in the Fall. It has repeatedly been observed
by community members that there is opportunity to expand our model for advocacy to
regularly include such “off-cycle” activities. This could also include, for example, trips to
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district offices (rather than Washington, D.C. offices) in the Fall to reinforce the messaging
that is delivered each Spring.

Expanding the time frame in which the community undertakes advocacy would provide
the opportunity to engage a broader fraction of the community in advocacy efforts, albeit at
the expense of additional resources required on the organizational/management side. We
do note that such an effort would clearly have been prohibitively resource-intensive before
the advent of WHIPS, and that WHIPS potentially lowers the threshold for introducing
additional advocacy activities to an acceptable level. One idea which has been suggested
is to create a new profile tier within WHIPS to provide community members with the
resources (e.g. auto-generated letters) to easily engage in advocacy of only their local
offices.

It is worth careful consideration of the marginal increase in resources required to sus-
tain additional advocacy efforts throughout the year beyond what is already invested to
support the current model of advocacy. We do not offer a recommendation as to whether
such a model of more continuous advocacy is appropriate, though we do recommend that
a conversation around this topic be facilitated with more careful consideration of the
potential costs and benefits.

6.3 HEP Advocacy technical tools/logistics

6.3.1 Washington High Energy Physics Integrated Planning System

As noted above, the development of the Washington High Energy Physics Integrated Plan-
ning System (WHIPS) has been enormously additive to the annual advocacy efforts under-
taken by the community. We strongly endorse the continued utilization of this valuable
resource, and recommend that steps be taken to ensure that its maintenance and ad-
ministration be supported in future years. Specifically, we note that the past and present
developers of WHIPS are all early-career members of the community without permanent
(long-term) positions – this presents the potential for expertise to become unavailable if
developers move out of the field as their careers progress. It has been suggested that com-
munity members with permanent positions that can become involved in the maintenance
and administration be intentionally brought into the development team. Along the same
line of reasoning, it has been proposed that the administration and development of WHIPS
be formally brought under the ownership of one of the organizations that has historically
led community advocacy efforts (or a future organization created more specifically for the
purpose of leading advocacy efforts). Presently the monetary costs for upkeep of WHIPS,
exclusive of labor, are provided by the Fermilab UEC and support the hosting of the website
and database. While these costs are relatively minor, it is absolutely critical to the success
of the “DC Trip” that these resources be continuously maintained.

We note that the developers of WHIPS maintain a list of technical features and func-
tionalities that have been proposed by previous users, and observe that action on these
recommendations has historically been focused on the imminent needs of advocacy efforts
in a particular year. We recommend that labor resources be allocated to continue de-
velopment of WHIPS between advocacy cycles to better accommodate less-urgent,
but still worthwhile, development tasks.
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6.3.2 Grants Database, Other

The annual advocacy effort has historically utilized a number of other technologies to or-
ganize and execute activities each year. Two of particular note are the “wiki” page, main-
tained by the Fermilab UEC, and the HEP funding webpage/grants database [5], originally
developed by Michael Baumer. We recommend that a long-term plan be developed for
the continued utilization of these resources and that this plan include contingencies
should the underlying technologies supporting these resources become unavailable.
We also note recent progress made to import aspects of the grants database into WHIPS.

Specific ideas which have been raised for how to expand the utility of the grants
database include the following.

• Track funding by district. This would enable participants of the annual advocacy
effort to study funding trends for districts to which they are assigned. We note that
this is a feature already in development within WHIPS through the integration of the
grants database.

• Develop a summary of NSF funding or details. The funding breakdown is presently
provided in much greater detail for grants provided by DOE OHEP than for grants
provided by the NSF Division of Mathematical and Physical Sciences. We note that
this asymmetry arises from the format of readily available data provided by the fund-
ing agencies, and that it may be difficult or impossible to analyze these data with finer
resolution.

• Develop an explicit vision for the future of this resource. Previous participants
of the advocacy effort have found this resource to be valuable and suggested specific
ideas for how to improve it (including the above suggestions). We recommend that
a long-term plan for this resource be discussed between the developers and
community advocacy leaders. Actions that need to be taken sooner, rather than
later, to support this future vision should be identified promptly.

6.4 HEP Advocacy Diagnostics

6.4.1 Diagnostics to Characterize Impact of HEP Advocacy

A repeated theme of suggestions made by community members that have participated in
advocacy efforts in recent years is the development of diagnostics to understand the effi-
cacy in engaging in advocacy as a community. The advent of WHIPS has made this much
more technically feasible, and indeed certain diagnostics are presently built into the WHIPS
database system (e.g. tracking the advocacy activities of individual community members
and for individual Congressional offices). However, we note that such questions are, by
definition, outside the scope of the planning for any individual years’ advocacy activities,
due to the long time-scale on which the development of diagnostics would yield useful
data. Therefore, we recommend that a dedicated conversation be undertaken on this
topic and that an intentional effort be made to expand the tracking of diagnostic
information, within WHIPS or elsewhere.
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Examples of diagnostic information pertaining to the offices that we visit which could
be tracked include:

• Voting records of individual offices or Members of Congress, and

• Signatories of the “Dear Colleague” letters.

6.4.2 Diagnostics to Characterize Participation in HEP Advocacy

We note that there may be value in tracking diagnostic information pertaining to the subset
of our community that engages in advocacy. A recurring question during CEF06 conver-
sations has been if the subset of the community that participates in advocacy activities is
representative of the community at large. There is not comprehensive demographic in-
formation available for participation in the “DC Trip”, especially farther back than recent
years, but there is some information available from post-trip surveys in recent years.

The groups organizing the annual advocacy effort (UEC, SLUO, USLUA, APS DPF) pro-
vide broad, but not complete, academic representation for the U.S. HEP community. For
example, theorists make up a smaller fraction of the users communities than they do of
the whole HEP community because the national laboratories focus largely on experimen-
tal efforts. From past survey results we also know that the majority of participants in the
“DC Trip” have represented the Energy and Neutrino Frontiers, with smaller representa-
tion from Theory, Cosmic, Computational, and Instrumentation Frontiers (as defined in
the Snowmass 2021-2022 process). According to the last few years of data, approximately
one third of participants are postdocs, one third of participants are professors or national
laboratory scientists, and the last third is distributed between Ph.D. students and other
university or laboratory staff. It is expected (and indeed, intended) that the demographics
of the group will skew towards early career members of the community, but more could be
done to increase the representation from graduate students in particular. We recommend
that the tracking of these types of demographic categories continue and that efforts
be undertaken as soon as possible to understand how inclusive present advocacy
activities are across these categories.

Historically, participation by underrepresented groups in HEP community advocacy ac-
tivities has not been explicitly tracked. More effort could be done to quantify and correct
representation through invitation of individuals or by working with groups that represent
underrepresented demographics in HEP and in physics more broadly. We note that certain
demographic categories are sensitive in nature and may not be relevant, and therefore
recommend that such discussions include the advice of DEI experts within our com-
munity.

We note that one possibility to address the question of representation in community-
driven advocacy efforts would be the creation of a new organization, separate from the
three users groups, aimed only at HEP advocacy efforts. Through the explicit inclusion of
other groups that are currently under-represented (e.g. theorists), this body could achieve
greater reflection of present and future demographics of the HEP community.
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6.4.3 Soliciting Feedback from Congressional Staff

One suggestion that arose during the proceedings of CEF06 is the possibility of reaching
out to contacts within Congressional offices and other organizations (e.g. APS, AIP, AAAS)
to solicit feedback and suggestions for how community advocacy efforts can be improved.
There is anecdotal evidence from interactions between HEP community members and Con-
gressional staff that most staffers won’t even look at a long packet that is given to them in
a meeting, and that if the goal is to have them read anything the better approach would
be to instead only provide them with a single-page document. Perhaps, for example, the
full packet described in Section 4.1 can be used to guide conversations in meetings, but
only such a single-page summary document would be left with the office. It has also been
suggested that such “friendly” contacts with policy expertise could serve as a resource
for workshopping materials to understand if e.g. they are pitched at the correct level of
technical detail.

6.4.4 Scientific Workforce Analysis

One of the recommendations from the Snowmass 2013 report [1] was to develop a sustain-
able process for collecting statistics on workforce development and technology transfer.
The motivation behind this recommendation is that performing this scientific workforce
analysis would help the community understand how much funding for early career mem-
bers of the community comes from where. Such an investigation could also provide quan-
titative metrics reporting where early career community members funded by DOE go upon
leaving the field. The availability of such data would strengthen one of the key messages
utilized in community advocacy activities, which is of the impact of HEP on the overall
economy as a driver for U.S. technological developments and innovation. DOE OHEP has
started this effort and is interested in pursuing it but might need additional resources.

6.5 Community Awareness about Advocacy Efforts

We observe that awareness within the community of past and present advocacy efforts is
highly heterogeneous, and assert that work should be undertaken to increase aware-
ness as well as to evaluate the present state of awareness.

6.5.1 Summarizing the DC trip each year

We recommend that a summary of the HEP advocacy activities of any particular year
be assembled in a document suitable for distribution within the community. We note
that a high-level executive summary is presented each year to HEPAP, but the existence
of this is not effectively broadcast within the community and it may not be accessible
(i.e. understandable) to members of the community that lack the public policy expertise of
HEPAP at-large. We additionally note that certain details of the trip may not be suitable
for consumption outside of the community (e.g. themes of interactions with the offices of
current Members of Congress), but believe that these details can be omitted with due care
taken in preparation of a summary. The goal of such a summary should be to increase
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awareness of advocacy efforts in the community as well as interest in participation in
future advocacy efforts. It has been noted that such a summary document could also
include achievements from that year in the area of technology transfer.

6.5.2 Advocacy Training Materials and Support

As part of annual advocacy efforts, training is provided to HEP community members that
travel to Washington, D.C. on how to engage in advocacy for science. We recommend
that this training become more widely available within the community to increase
the community’s policy literacy overall, independently of the goals of any year’s par-
ticular advocacy efforts. This will additionally have the effect to raise awareness of
community advocacy efforts within the HEP community.

We also note that in the course of CEF06 proceedings suggestions have been made for
areas in which the training currently provided to community members can be improved.
The prevailing theme among these suggestions is providing community members with
more background on specific policy questions that are likely to be raised, including the
details of policies currently in effect and policies currently being debated in Congress.

6.5.3 HEP Community Communication Materials

As discussed in detail in Section 4, the professional quality of the HEP community com-
munication materials that are used for the annual advocacy effort is very impactful. These
materials can be found at the US particle physics website [12] and are jointly maintained
by UEC, SLUO, and USLUA, and APS DPF. Before a specific effort was undertaken to im-
prove the quality of these documents, the materials used during the annual advocacy effort
came from many sources and were packaged into a plain blue folder. The messaging used
in the new materials has not changed substantively, but the new materials are uniform
in style, easy to read, and are aesthetically appealing, all of which have made the mate-
rials more impactful. We strongly encourage continued support for producing these
materials with a high level of quality.

We note additionally that making these communication materials and guidance on how
to effectively utilize them more broadly available within the HEP community would be
beneficial. This would be specifically helpful in engagements between community mem-
bers and legislators outside of the scope of community-organized advocacy, for example
when Congressional staff visit experimental facilities (such as the national laboratories)
and interact directly with researchers. Finally, we note that the quality and impact of these
materials would benefit from a more systematic mechanism for feedback from community
members. Increasing awareness of the existence of the materials would serve as a first step
towards accomplishing this latter goal.

7 Bigger-Picture Advocacy Questions

The following section will not focus on the HEP community’s current efforts or on specif-
ically actionable recommendations for how to change those efforts, but rather will take a
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broader look at science funding in the U.S. and potential changes that would benefit HEP
and the wider scientific community.

HEP is in an opportune position to take a leading role in working with the U.S. sci-
ence community to advocate for structural reform of government science funding. HEP
advocacy efforts are well-organized and generally successful at achieving the basic aim of
garnering support for basic research and for HEP. As practitioners of “big science”, our
community members have frequent interactions with funding agencies, which brings both
insight into their concerns and experience managing large projects and budgets.

7.1 Increasing R&D Funding

In order to address big-picture questions about how science is funded in the U.S., the scope
of HEP advocacy would have to broaden considerably. Currently, the primary focus is on
maintaining existing levels of funding with small increases to cover inflation and growth.
While the overall funding level for HEP has increased since the previous Snowmass process
in 2013 [3], and this increase has helped the program in some ways, it can primarily be
understood as a limited adjustment within the existing U.S. scientific funding infrastruc-
ture.

Figure 2: Left: federal spending on R&D as a percentage of GDP over time from Ref. [25].
Right: Comparison of science spending over time for the U.S., E.U., China, and other
countries, from Ref. [26].

The case for reforming and expanding federal funding of science in the U.S. rests,
first and foremost, on the two trends shown in Fig. 2. First, federal spending on R&D
has been decreasing as a percentage of GDP for four decades. Second, China has vastly
increased its growth in spending in recent decades and now challenges the U.S. as the top
spender, despite having a GDP only ∼75% that of the U.S. Therefore, it can be concluded
that science spending in the U.S., despite growing in absolute terms, has not kept up with
economic growth or international trends.

While it is broadly discussed that R&D spending brings positive long-term economic
returns, the full import of this fact is not reflected in current government science funding
levels. Numerous studies have calculated positive rates of return ranging from 20% to
nearly 100%, depending on various economic assumptions [27, 28]. By most estimates,
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the returns from scientific research are substantially higher than from private investments
such as the stock market. In particular, Ref. [28] additionally calculates the marginal rate
of return from additional science spending above the current baseline and finds a positive
value in all scenarios considered, with the majority greater than 50%. These studies indi-
cate that the U.S. could realize substantial economic and social gains by increasing science
funding well above present levels.

The importance of truly basic research into new ideas with no known practical applica-
tion cannot be overstated. It cannot be known what new science remains to be discovered
nor what ideas will prove essential to solve future challenges, as the history of HEP illus-
trates. For example, the pioneers of quantum theory at the turn of the 20th century could
not have predicted their work would lead to a deeper understanding of semiconductors,
spawning an industry that has now grown to half a trillion dollars in yearly revenue from
the nanometer-scale transistors found in every computer chip. The development of the
World Wide Web at CERN to facilitate exchanges of data among physicists, in a similarly
unpredictable fashion, led to massive economic growth from e-commerce and other large
web-based industries.

Private industry is capable of investing sufficient capital into the “development” side of
R&D, as evidenced by the dramatic increase in such spending over the past few decades [29].
Many technological developments result, directly or indirectly, from HEP research, as dis-
cussed in Section 4. The federal government, because it aggregates large amounts of fund-
ing specifically not for profit-motivated activities, will always be a necessary supporter of
basic research. Unfortunately, federal R&D spending on basic research has actually de-
creased in the past decade [30].

7.2 The Granting Process

There are other important structural improvements that can be made to U.S. science fund-
ing, beyond increasing the total amount of funding. In particular, the current approaches
used by federal agencies to allocate funding via competitive grant proposals have been
shown to be inefficient.

7.2.1 Grant and Research Issues

A large survey of professors at research universities found that grant writing by itself con-
sumes more than 4 hours per week on average, almost 10% of a standard work week [31].
Including other grant-related tasks such as administration increases this to nearly 20%,
and excluding professors without active grants to focus on principal investigators increases
this further to nearly 40% [32]. This level of administrative burden has been repeatedly
confirmed by the National Science Board [33], as well as the Federal Demonstration Part-
nership, which finds a similar value of 44% [34]. 73% of the professors surveyed in
Ref. [32] highlighted the pressure and administrative burden of preparing grant proposals
as the one thing they would change about their jobs. The total cost, in terms of researchers’
and reviewers’ time and effort, from preparing, submitting, and reviewing proposals can
amount to a substantial fraction of the total budget for a given funding opportunity, in
some cases even exceeding it [35]. This conclusion is observed in other countries with
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similar grant-based research programs, not just the U.S. [36, 37]. This inefficiency is com-
pounded by the low and decreasing success rate for proposals: at NSF, this has decreased
from above 30% to below 20% in recent decades, as depicted in Fig. 3, with similar de-
creases for DOE, NIH, and other funding agencies [38].

Figure 3: The number of awards, number of proposals, and success rate since 2000 for
NSF, from Ref. [38].

Further, grant proposal reviews in particular have been found to be inaccurate and bi-
ased by numerous studies whose results are summarized here. There are poor correlations
between reviewer scores and research success or productivity [39–42]. Women and mem-
bers of underrepresented or minority groups are less likely to have their proposals funded,
due to conscious or unconscious bias among reviewers [43–45]. Reviewers are also biased
against early-career researchers, whose success rates are correspondingly reduced to 10–
15% or even lower [46–48]. Instead, reviewers tend to give more funds to researchers who
are already funded, which decreases the marginal impact of new research dollars [49]. In
addition, competitive peer-reviewed grant proposal systems may incentivize dishonest or
unethical behavior [50].

Beyond the reverse ageism and incumbency biases noted above, it has also been shown
that reviewers systematically penalize more novel proposals [51, 52]. This contributes
to increasing conservatism and incrementalism throughout scientific fields. This trend
has myriad negative effects: it decreases the long-term returns from basic research; it
demoralizes or discourages scientific researchers with new ideas; and it exacerbates the
overall stagnation and decline in innovation observed in recent decades [53].

7.2.2 Grant and Research Reform

Given the numerous limitations and deficiencies in peer-reviewed competitive grant pro-
posals described here, alternative systems should be considered. There has been popular
discussion of extending the ARPA approach to other scientific fields. ARPA gives program
managers broad latitude to distribute funding to potentially novel or risky ideas. While
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ARPA has had success in specific, limited contexts, it has disadvantages – namely, its pro-
cess is centralized and lacks guarantees of increasing novelty and extending the scope of
scientific research. In addition, reform of the existing funding agencies should be preferred
to appending a new system onto the existing systems.

The simplest possible system is described in Ref. [54]: equally distributing the entire
pool of funding among all eligible researchers. This system would eliminate the majority of
administrative costs from reviewing grants, which would increase the amount of funding
available for research, in the optimistic assumption that the same total would be appropri-
ated. It is estimated that each researcher, defined as any university faculty who engages
in research, would receive almost $600,000 to cover a five-year period. In comparison,
the DOE Early Career Award provides $750,000 over a five-year period for university re-
searchers, after a months-long proposal preparation process and a similarly long review
process, with an acceptance rate of only 10%. (A more inclusive calculation of the accep-
tance rate, counting those who are discouraged from applying by the burdensome process
and low published acceptance rate, would return an even smaller acceptance rate.) Clearly,
many scientists, especially early career researchers, would benefit from such a system. It
could be argued that such a flat system would encourage more egalitarian collaboration,
since scientists would need to pool resources to accomplish larger tasks, and all scientists
would arrive with equal contributions. However, it is also likely in practice that it would
become difficult to pursue more costly research, such as the large projects found in HEP.

To allow larger grants while still avoiding issues that arise from a competitive, review-
based approach, lotteries are being seriously considered by many nations and other orga-
nizations [55–57]. While the introduction of explicit randomness may seem surprising,
objective analyses of review-based grants, described above, show that the existing pro-
cess is already largely random, and the non-random components reflect harmful biases at
least as often as actual merit. The advantage of a completely random decision is that re-
searchers can greatly reduce the amount of time they spend in preparing proposals, since
the contents of the proposal are known to have no influence in the decision. Agencies
would similarly reduce the time they spend in reviewing proposals. In practice, proposals
would still be screened to meet a minimum standard, and the acceptance rate could be
tuned to ensure that, on average, most researchers would have a successful proposal every
few years. Ref. [35] describes in some detail how a competition-based approach could be
modified to recover some of the efficiency gains from lotteries.

Another adjustment to the simplest flat system is a fully distributed approach, in which
the allocation of funds is left to the entire corps of scientific researchers. In this method,
each scientist would receive their flat allocation of funding, but would then be required
to “donate” some minimum fraction of it to other researchers. Other requirements on
donations may be imposed to prevent abuse and minimize bias. One version of this system
called “self-organized funding allocation” (SOFA) [58–60] has been proposed as a pilot
program in the Netherlands.

A frequently discussed approach, often called “fund people, not projects”, addresses
the observation, discussed in more detail in Section 7.3, that scientific research careers are
indefinite rather than oriented toward fixed-term goals. SOFA has this property to some
extent, but this approach can be implemented in other ways. Some federal funding agen-
cies have specific programs that purport to behave this way, such as the DOE Early Career
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Award or the NIH Director’s Pioneer Award. However, these programs have very low ac-
ceptance rates, high overall levels of bureaucracy, and their reviewers still often focus on
the details of the specific research being proposed. The “fund people” approach is favored
by a number of non-governmental research funding organizations, which often position
themselves deliberately as alternatives to the existing system. The Howard Hughes Medi-
cal Institute [61] is one of the oldest and most well-known entities to use such a system.
An exhaustive review of its outcomes in comparison to NIH programs in Ref. [62] indicates
that it is generally successful, but it is unclear whether it could scale up to the entirety of
U.S. R&D.

A new idea called the bootstrap approach was discussed during the proceedings of
CEF06. In this system, any scientist with a short proposal passing a minimum level of
quality would be automatically eligible for a small amount of funding, such as $20,000
for one year. Scientists who demonstrated success at the lower level of funding would
automatically gain access to a higher tier of funding. Alternatively, scientists wishing to
advance directly to a higher level could request a more stringent quality review. Success
would be defined to include null results, in order to prevent publication bias. This method
would allow new researchers to build up their expertise, laboratories, and working groups,
while limiting the perceived risk to funding agencies from “failing” projects. The idea is
conceptually related to prize-based funding, in which success brings additional resources
for further research, as well as recognition. Prize-based approaches are often considered
to be underutilized by economists and have been found to increase productivity [63].

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has brought increased public attention to the persistent
issues in science funding. In particular, it was revealed that Katalin Karikó, one of the key
researchers in the development of the mRNA vaccines that objectively saved more than
a million human lives, had her proposals repeatedly rejected and was denied tenure by
her university [64]. This has led to the creation of several new non-governmental funding
organizations, including Fast Grants [65], the Arc Institute [66], Arcadia Science [67],
and New Science [68]. While private research institutions have always existed, this new
group is explicitly aimed at addressing the deficiencies of current governmental funding
approaches. The organizations listed above have all been funded at the level of tens to
hundreds of millions of dollars, primarily raised from investors and private individuals.
This impressive level of funding is likely to result in real impacts in both scientific results
and science funding practices. However, it remains to be seen whether this level of private
funding can be sustained in the long term.

U.S. federal funding agencies should investigate alternative systems with the goal of
deploying pilot programs to understand their efficiency and viability. The alternative sys-
tems should not be limited to the examples discussed here. Pilot programs would enable a
gradual rather than sudden approach to reform, which would hopefully broaden social and
political acceptance of such changes. Despite the promising growth of non-governmental
research funding, government funding remains crucial for the future of U.S. scientific lead-
ership.
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7.3 Impact of Increasing “Projectification” and Targeted Funding

Building and operating facilities such as colliders and detectors whose costs range from
many millions to billions of dollars requires careful project management and risk assess-
ment. The large scale of these modern particle physics facilities has been shown to lead
to corresponding increases in bureaucracy, conservatism, and incrementalism. The suc-
cess of the LHC demonstrates the benefits of such an approach. However, the spread of
this approach to other parts of HEP research, which may be called “projectification”, can
be shown to discourage novelty. For example, rejecting a young researcher’s proposal be-
cause their ideas are too new or they have not had the resources to develop sufficient
contingencies is harmful to the goal of scientific advancement. A project and risk manage-
ment approach may not be necessary for all proposals, such as investigating a new theory
of physics beyond the standard model or a new technique for data analysis. Further, the
focus on large-scale projects has come at the expense of non-project funding for basic re-
search, as shown in Fig. 4. In fact, from 2016 to 2019, core research funding in HEP faced
a $21M shortfall in real terms (considering inflation). Accounting for the $27.5M of new
spending on quantum information from 2017–2019, which is classified as core research,
exacerbates the shortfall [69]. This forces HEP scientists to modify their programs and
proposals to fit available funding.
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Figure 4: The proportion of DOE Office of Science funding per year allocated to research,
SBIR/STTR (Small Business Innovation Research/Small Business Technology Transfer),
facilities/operations, and projects, from Ref. [69].

The past few years have seen numerous proposals in Congress to increase science fund-
ing, variously called the Endless Frontier Act, the United States Innovation and Competi-
tion Act, the DOE/NSF for the Future Acts, and the America Creating Opportunities for
Manufacturing, Pre-Eminence in Technology, and Economic Strength Act. While each bill
differs in its details, they all broadly focus on injecting new funding into very specific
research areas that are named as national priorities. Some bills, more than others, addi-
tionally propose extending funding for basic research outside of those limited areas. How-
ever, the history of targeted research funding shows that it often fails to achieve its goals
because of competing incentives between funding agencies and researchers. Ref. [70] de-
scribes how funding from the National Nanotechnology Initiative launched in 2000 did not
lead to revolutions in nanotechnology but rather was captured by existing researchers to
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continue to fund their ongoing programs.
In the current system, if the focus of Congress and other government agencies is primar-

ily on specific areas of interest, then funding for other areas can be expected to gradually
decline in real terms in lieu of pressure to deliberately increase it. Projectification has
been stated to lead funding agencies to treat research like a “finite game” [71]: a bounded
activity with a pre-established goal. While individual experiments and projects are indeed
finite games, a scientific career is an “infinite game”: the goal is to continue doing re-
search indefinitely. Establishing a group and/or laboratory that can effectively conduct
research and other scientific investigations is effort-intensive and time-consuming and in-
volves building a repository of tacit, experiential knowledge that is not easily transferred.
Governmental funding policies and procedures should be developed that take this into ac-
count explicitly, in order to avoid inefficiencies that arise from either scientists pivoting
every few years with changes in funding priorities or scientists rephrasing their existing
programs to capture new funding. One potentially helpful policy would be to require that
any new targeted funding must be matched dollar for dollar by new non-targeted funding,
as a way to achieve both national priorities and continue to support basic research. More
generally, such sweeping bills should reflect substantial input from and consultation with
the scientific community.

7.4 Authorizations vs. Appropriations

The scope of the recent bills for science funding listed in Section 7.3 must also be properly
understood. These bills increased the amount of funding that Congress is authorized to
provide, but they do not require that Congress actually appropriates that level of funding.
Indeed, appropriations often do not match authorized levels, as shown in Fig. 5. It is vital
that national attention to science funding does not end when authorization bills are passed,
or the necessary funds will not be appropriated and real growth and improvements will
not occur. Reform to the rest of the funding process is necessary in order to take advantage
of any new authorizations.

We also remark here that the annual appropriation process itself, regardless of autho-
rizations, significantly hinders U.S. leadership in science, including but not limited to HEP.
Large-scale scientific experiments and projects are often not located in the U.S.; instead,
the U.S. contributes funding and personpower to international efforts located on other
continents. Attempts to establish similar international collaborations based in the U.S.
have faced difficulties. One important contribution to this trend is the omnipresent pos-
sibility for Congress or funding agencies to reduce funding for a large-scale effort at any
time. In other systems, such as those found in Europe, multiple years of funding can be
appropriated and guaranteed at one time [73, 74]. This helps build confidence in a large,
collaborative project and assures collaborators of the funders’ reliability. The U.S. should
consider serious revisions in the budget appropriation process to facilitate projects in order
to maintain our historical leadership.
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Figure 5: A comparison of authorizations, requests, and appropriations for NSF [72].

7.5 Congressional View of DOE-Supported Science

The Congressional debate on recent science authorization bills highlights another issue
specific to funding for the physical sciences. The DOE Office of Science’s most recent bud-
get (FY22) was $7.5 billion, at the same level as NSF’s entire budget of $8.8 billion. Most
relevantly for this document, DOE funds 85% of HEP research in the U.S. However, the
national discussion of science funding most often includes only NSF and NIH, while DOE’s
sizable contributions are ignored. DOE was entirely excluded from the initial draft of the
Endless Frontier Act, and the co-sponsoring Senator initially described its later addition in
an amendment as a “poison pill” [75] before eventually acknowledging DOE’s substantial
contributions to science, often through its national laboratories [76]. It is important for
HEP that recognition of the DOE Office of Science increases until it is routinely mentioned
along with NSF in science funding discussions.

7.6 Summary of Discussions on Bigger-Picture Advocacy Questions

The bigger-picture questions discussed throughout Section 7 touch not only on HEP but on
all science in the U.S. The matters discussed have scopes reaching far beyond HEP, but the
benefits from acting on these topics could be substantial to the HEP community. And, they
relate to all areas of HEP community government engagement, including interactions with
Congress as well as with the funding agencies and other executive branch agencies. The
specifics of existing and proposed future HEP community advocacy of the funding agencies
and other executive branch agencies are discussed in detail in Ref. [3].

On federal spending on scientific R&D, we note:
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• U.S. federal spending on scientific R&D has decreased as a percentage of GDP;

• China is now challenging the U.S. as the top R&D spender;

• R&D spending brings large economic returns in the long run; and

• the marginal rate of return for additional R&D spending is likely still high.

Increased U.S. federal R&D spending will have positive benefits, and discussions about
reforms and changes to U.S. federal R&D policy should receive substantive input from the
entire scientific community.

On grant and research funding reform, we observe:

• the process of competitive grant proposals to distribute funding has been shown to
be an inefficient use of scientists’ time and agencies’ efforts;

• peer review of competitive grant proposals is a source of numerous biases, including
against women, members of minority groups, early-career researchers, and novel
ideas, and in favor of top scientists who are already adequately funded and for whom
the marginal impact of additional funding is small;

• grant proposal success rates have decreased significantly in recent decades; and

• private industry has increased its spending on the development side of R&D funding.

The funding agencies should work to end bureaucracy, conservatism, and bias in the
process for distributing funding to scientists. Alternate methods of distributing funding,
such as flat distributions, lotteries, self-organized systems, or bootstrap systems, should be
explored by funding agencies with pilot projects.

On “projectification”, we discuss how:

• the “projectification” of research funding further decreases novelty, especially in HEP;

• recent proposals to increase U.S. R&D spending primarily target specific research
topics; and

• targeted funding for specific research topics rarely results in major progress on those
topics because of competing incentives.

Approaches should be considered to control the growth of projectification and iden-
tify which areas need to follow a project-based approach. Funding increases often go to
projects or targeted areas; if targeted funding were matched dollar for dollar with non-
targeted funding for basic research, this trend would be reversed.

On Congressional appropriations practices, we remark:

• Congress typically appropriates less funding than authorized;
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• the yearly appropriation process decreases international confidence in U.S.-based
large-scale scientific projects, such as colliders; and

• the DOE was initially excluded from some recent authorization proposals, which is
concerning for HEP.

Funding authorizations should be more closely coupled to appropriations, to ensure
that the authorized funding actually becomes available. Reform of the appropriations
process to guarantee multiple years of funding for approved projects could increase in-
ternational confidence in U.S.-led research. DOE should publicly emphasize the Office of
Science’s important contributions in order to ensure its funding grows along with any in-
creases to NSF’s funding.

A serious effort by the U.S. research funding apparatus to institute these improvements and
reforms would be transformative for all fields, including HEP, and would ensure continuing
U.S. leadership in scientific innovation.

8 Conclusion

This paper describes the annual advocacy efforts undertaken by the HEP community that
pertain directly to the funding of our field, i.e. the annual “DC Trip”. We have provided
a detailed presentation of the current activities and the community communication ma-
terial used in these efforts. We have discussed several actionable items that could be im-
plemented as direct improvements to the current efforts, mostly without substantial new
effort or resources. We have also introduced a bigger-picture discussion of the nature of
governmental funding for HEP and have suggested actions that could be taken within the
community or within Congress that would be beneficial to the field.
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